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Today I am forwarding to you the Return to School Operations
Policy which outlines how Kurunjang Primary School will be
managing risk relating to Coronavirus (COVID-19) during key
interactions between students, parents and staff during the
return to school commencing with Years Foundation to Year 2
next Tuesday 26th May.

We understand the further adjustments this policy will require for
families and some may not be what we would prefer or are
accustomed to doing; however, we request your continued
patience and understanding in our joint role of doing what is
required for slowing the spread of COVID-19 in Victoria and
keeping our community safe.

We sincerely appreciate all that you have done as a community
in supporting flexible and remote learning during the first 6
weeks of Term 2, and ask that you continue your support by
following this policy to enable us to provide the safest possible
environment for all our students and staff during the time of
return to school.

Take care and stay safe,

~ Learning Together

The policy details the following information. I apologise for the
length of the document, however it was unavoidable in providing
all necessary information for you.
Please do not hesitate to contact me/the school if you have
questions or if you are needing further clarification.








A staged return to school
Attendance on-site
School arrival and departure
School Health and Safety Measures
Cleaning and Facilities
Teaching and Learning, and Work/Play Environments
Other Programs and Practices

Please also find in this week’s newsletter accompanying
information from the Wellbeing Team with regards preparing
your child/ren to returning to school.
If families or students are requiring wellbeing support, please
contact the school on 9743 0633 to speak with a member of the
Wellbeing Team, Kathleen McInnes (Primary Welfare Officer),
Wendy McCall (AP Years F-2), Tom Goddard (AP Years 3-6)
and Deb Munoz (Leading Teacher for Engagement and
Inclusion)

YEAR 7 2021 APPLICATION
FORMS
All of the families of Year 6 students should
have received the Year 7 2021 application
form in the mail. Please contact the school
if you have not received your form. Could
you please return completed forms to the
school either by dropping them off at the
school office between 8.30am – 4.00pm or via:
Email:

kurunjang.ps@education.vic.gov.au

Mail:

Kurunjang Primary School
PO Box 554
MELTON VIC 3337

The return date for these forms is Friday 29th May. If
you have any questions, or did not receive your form, please
contact the office on (03) 9743 0633.

FORWARD PLANNING
Monday 25th May
 Student Free Day
Tuesday 26th May
 Foundation – Year 2 Students return to school
Monday 8th June
 Public Holiday ~ Queens Birthday
Tuesday 9th June
 Year 3-6 Students return to school

STUDENT OF THE WEEK
AWARDS
Student of the week awards are made each
week and announced in the newsletter on a
Thursday. These awards will be presented to
the student’s on their return to school.

Foundation Potts ~ Ava Sell
Foundation Wagner ~ Koby Scott
Foundatoin Amy ~ Justin Kalsi
Foundation Sarah ~ Amelia O’Neill
1/2 Havers ~ Deegan Fitzgerald
1/2 Micallef ~ Koby Sciberras
1/2 Lisa ~ Delnia Derabi
1/2 Gonzalez ~ Xavier Slee
1/2 Patton ~ Imogen Martin
1/2 Ransome ~ Yahya Mohammed Naveed
1/2 Mellissa ~ Isabella McDonald
3/4 Castellas ~ Levi Butcher
3/4 Kirstin ~ Haniyah Hassan
3/4 Marks ~ Isabel Harding
3/4 Condon ~ Natalie Martinez
3/4 Blake ~ Leilah Tahata-Bentley
3/4 Krystyna ~ Valentine Sedze
3/4 Estelle ~ James Robertson
5/6 Ana ~ Lyllee Thistleton
5/6 D’Elia ~ Summer Lau
5/6 Templeton ~ Lewis Thompson
5/6 Ryan ~ Tyler Summers
5/6 Ellie ~ Connor Crabtree
5/6 Price ~ Renee Liddy
5/6 Layton ~ Kaiden Joyce

CELEBRATION OF LEARNING – PHYSICAL
EDUCATION YEARS 3/4 AND 1/2
During term 2, Physical Education has been a challenge for
students having to be creative with equipment and adjust their
lessons accordingly during their online remote learning
experience through Seesaw. Although it has been a challenge,
I commend the students for their cooperation, resilience and
effort when they participated in Physical Education this term.
Year 3/4 students have participated in a soccer and AFL unit
focusing on the main skills in those respective sports. They have
been creative by creating goals with rubbish bins, buckets,
washing baskets and many more items from around their house.
Students also had to use a ball that might not be ‘normal’ for
soccer and AFL. Some got creative when creating a ball to use
for lessons by rolling their socks up into a ball or blowing up a
balloon.
Year 1/2 students have participated in a ball-handling unit
focused on a two-handed bounce, one-handed bounce and
dribbling with the feet. It was fantastic to see the level of
enthusiasm on students’ faces for these lessons, which were
challenging. They also had to be creative by using or creating a
ball that bounced. Many Year 1/2 students have been
outstanding throughout this unit, but I would like to mention the
fantastic display of effort and resilience of Xavier and Phoenix
Thorne. They participated in all the activities for each lesson,
they never gave up no matter how challenging the activities
were and they always had fun with a big smile on their faces in
their entertaining videos.

PREPARING YOUR CHILD/REN TO
RETURN TO SCHOOL
COVID 19 has presented itself with various changes and
transitions occurring to stop the spread of the virus and to
promote health and wellbeing. It is important to acknowledge
that there have been many changes in the way we interact within
the community which can bring with it feelings of uncertainty,
confusion or worry. Our school community has been united in
the journey of remote learning with students, parents/carers and
staff working together to ensure health has been a priority and
to support the children’s learning.
As we embark on the next journey of the transition of returning
to face to face learning, along with the implementation of new
health measures to continue to prioritise the health of the
community, we know that this will bring with it some mixed
emotions. There will be excitement, some wonderings, possibly
even some concern or worry about another change and what
those changes may look like in the transition back to school.
You can continue to support your child/ren in their transition to
school by:













Providing opportunities for your child to talk about the things
they are excited about, their wonderings and also about their
worries. Give them answers in a way that they will
understand. This enables you to validate your child’s feeling
and concerns and to reassure them about everything that is
happening to keep them healthy and safe.
Celebrate the opportunities they will have in returning to
school, to see their friends and to learn together with their
peers and teachers.
Be calm, positive and a role model to your child/ren about
how to manage the changes. Let them know the reason for
the change and that whilst it is not ideal it is what needs to
happen for now to keep everyone safe and healthy.
Talk to them about the changes that may occur and that
some things will look different at school like saying goodbye
at the school gate, leaving our brothers and sisters who may
need to continue remote learning until the next transition and
frequent hand washing practices.
Prepare them through routines. Start now, with familiar
morning routines, recess and lunch breaks and good
bedtime routines
Monitor your children for changes such as changes in sleep
patterns, restlessness, being quiet, becoming upset or angry
quickly or complaining about headaches or feeling sick in the
tummy. Speak to the class teacher or a member of the
wellbeing team via compass or phone about any concerns
so additional support can be discussed.

We continue to thank our families for your support as we all
continue to adapt and show flexibility in managing changes
throughout COVID 19. We look forward to seeing all our
students and families as we return to face to face learning.

CANTEEN
The canteen will re-open for
normal sales on Tuesday 26th
May 2020.
Please note: Banana Milk will not be available until
further notice.

3 Party Pies
Flavoured Milk (Chocolate or
Strawberry)

Packet of Popcorn
$5.00

Wilson Pee Wee Tennis (4 – 7 years)
MLC Hot Shots (5 – 12 years)
Junior & Adult Coaching
(Group & Private Lessons available)
Squad Training for Elite Juniors
Mums in Tennis Program
Professional Racquet Restringing
Ask us about NEW Cardio Tennis!

Phone: Steve Kelly 0409 173 273

